FSC partners scaled up Livestock Assets Protection and Seasonal Inputs Support in November. They collectively assisted 339,635 beneficiaries in November and increased the level of support to 2,739,393 million beneficiaries cumulatively since the drier season started (80% of the seasonal target). FAO accounts for 73% of the response under this objective followed by Save the Children and Nomadic Assistance for peace and development (11% each). Livestock assets protection support account for 60% of the beneficiaries supported in this response objective. Livestock feed/fodder distribution (rangeland cubes) and livestock treatment were the main activities of the livestock asset protection. The distribution of agricultural input, land preparation support with tractor hours account for about 40% of beneficiaries support in November.

Strategic Objective 3 Update

FSC partners scaled up Livestock Assets Protection and Seasonal Inputs Support in November. They collectively assisted 339,635 beneficiaries in November and increased the level of support to 2,739,393 million beneficiaries cumulatively since the drier season started (80% of the seasonal target). FAO accounts for 73% of the response under this objective followed by Save the Children and Nomadic Assistance for peace and development (11% each).

The livestock assets protection support account for 60% of the beneficiaries supported in this response objective. Livestock feed/fodder distribution (rangeland cubes) and livestock treatment were the main activities of the livestock asset protection. The distribution of agricultural input, land preparation support with tractor hour’s account for about 40% of beneficiaries support in November.

## Beneficiaries by Input

- **Agricultural Inputs**: 2,302,123 assisted
- **Livestock Support**: 435,824 assisted

### Tractor Ploughing land in Somalia
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